Call for papers

Special track Engineering Pedagogy Terminology

English as a means of international communication contributed greatly to dissemination of Engineering Pedagogy ideas all over the world. But at the same time, it causes some problems with Engineering Pedagogy terminology for some IGIP members who are not English native speakers. In order to overcome these difficulties, IGIP has started a project, which goal is to compile “IGIP Multilingual Glossary”. It should contain basic Engineering Pedagogy terms and their definitions in English as its core, equivalents in the languages of IGIP countries where definitions will include the differences in meaning and educational systems. The electronic version of “IGIP Multilingual Glossary” will be uploaded to IGIP site with the possibility of further development.

Thus, the special track Engineering Pedagogy Terminology within ICL2018, September 25th – 28th, 2018; 21th International Conference on Interactive Collaborative Learning.47th IGIP International Conference on Engineering Pedagogy, aims at discussing theoretical and practical approaches to the “IGIP Multilingual Glossary” compiling, asking IGIP members to define terminology problems they meet and inviting them to join IGIP WG “Languages and Humanities in Engineering Education” to participate in the project.

Topics of interest

- The problems of Engineering Pedagogy terminology usage in oral and written communication.
- Engineering Pedagogy terminology in English as the reflection of various theoretical approaches.
- Engineering pedagogy term as an element of various national terminological systems.
- The problems of Engineering Pedagogy terms definitions.
- The technology of “IGIP Multilanguage Glossary” compiling.
- Translation of Engineering Pedagogy terms into target languages.
- Electronic version of “IGIP Multilanguage Glossary”.

Important dates

We kindly invite authors to submit their full papers for review by 01 June 2018 latest, following the submission system at https://www.conftool.com/icl-conference/
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